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ABSTRACT: Spatial Modulation is the new technology that is used to increase the capacity of the MIMO (multi input 
multi output) OFDM (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing) system and reduces the complexity by utilizing the 
index transmit antennas as added means data transmission. In MIMO system Signal detection creates Compressive 
sensing problem. Based on compressive sensing principle, A novel detector is proposed to exploits the rare group 
sparsity of the signal that improve the accuracy of the nonzero element of localization. According to channel matrix 
decomposition the detector combines the CS algorithm and the iteration together to deal with performance deterioration 
that carried by inter carrier interference. Besides, theoretical analysis about the performance gain guaranteed by our 
detector is shown and the complexity is with the related works.Simulation results verify that the proposed detector have 
an apparent performance gain on the basis of throughput, SNR vs Bit Error Ratio (BER) and the no original samples vs 
Estimated samples. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

                 In wireless communication increasing the demand of high date rate for wide application of smart terminals. 
Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is the technology that uses multiple 
transmitter and receiver antenna to transfer more data at same time to achieve high data rate retrieve the data with 
minimum possible error. This is key technology for next generation wireless communication.  MIMO is able to 
enhance the spectral efficiency by utilizing special multiplexing and special diversity. The main issue with massive 
MIMO is the complexity of the receiver increases as number of antennas increases due to Inter antenna interference is 
the challenging work to design with the low complexity.  
                Spatial modulation (SM) is the new technology to massive MIMO OFDM system is to reduce the complexity 
of the receiver. SM OFDM can effectively avoid inert antenna interference by activating only one antenna while 
transmitting per user. In SM a block of information is mapped into one information symbol and a corresponding 
antenna number. Antenna array pattern can be interrupted as spatial constellation diagram, the receiver estimates the 
symbol and active antenna no and de-maps the original information bits this helps in gain of data rate.  
                 While signal processing at base station, low complexity increases which can be controlled through CS. 
compressive sensing (CS) is the effective detection method to work in low complexity for the signal with sparse 
property. To get the sparse signal or compressive signal, compressive sensing is an alternative to Shannon/Nyquist 
sampling that can be well approximated by just K<<N elements from N dimensional basis. It measures the inner 
product with M<N random vector and recovers the signal through greedy algorithm. In MIMO techniques, the 
proposed spatial modulation is capable of exploiting the indices of the transmit antennas as an added dimension for 
transmitting information which different from the traditional amplitude and phase modulation (AMP). In low 
complexity detector called orderednearest neighbour search (O-NNS) minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector, 
was proposed for the spatial modulation multiple access channel with large no of receive antennas. many detectors used 
for low complexity, optimal maximum likelihood (ML) estimation have been proposed in. for large no of subscriber 
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and antenna maximum likelihood makes impractical. for this compressive sensing algorithm is introduced to reduce the 
processing load and to reconstruct signal. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

The increasing demand for higher data rates, better quality of service, fully mobile and connected wireless networks 
lead the researchers to seek new solutions beyond 4G wireless system. During the past few years, the data traffic (fixed 
and mobile) has increased exponentially because of the increasing number of devices like smart phones, laptops, tablets, 
and several other devices. In the future, the requirement for wireless data traffic will be much more than today [2], [3]. 
Mobile data traffic worldwide is anticipated to escalate to 15.9 Exabyte by the end of year 2018; this is about 6 times 
larger than that of year 2014. Along with the data traffic, the number of connected devices is projected to increase to 
10.2 billion After more than 20 years of research and development, the achievable data rates of today’s cellular wireless 
communication network are several thousands of times faster compared to earlier 2G wireless systems. Even though 
there are a lot of benefits from wireless systems as compared to wired systems, however, there are a few major 
challenges that exist. The major constraint in wireless systems is availability of limited frequency spectrum for an ever-
increasing number of users and demand for data rate [4]. It is challenging to accommodate the increasing users in the 
limited frequency band available. To resolve these challenges researchers came up with the scheme of frequency reuse 
which was not a simple task to do. There are numerous problems associated with frequency reuse. For instance, there 
will be a lot of interference when multiple users have to share the same spectrum. Another major difficulty in wireless 
networks is fading such as multipath or frequency selective fading. In this regard, a Multiple Input Multiple Output 
(MIMO) antenna system emerged as a remedial technique to achieve better spatial diversity which makes the wireless 
systems more reliable. Moreover, with MIMO antenna system, multiple streams can be transmitted and thus, 
multiplexing gain can be achieved which significantly increases the capacity of wireless systems. MIMO systems have 
been given major consideration in the previous decade and are being integrated into numerous new generation wireless 
standards (e.g., LTE-Advanced, 802.16m) [5]. 
Multiple-antenna techniques constitute a key technology for modern wireless communications, which trade-off superior 
error performance and higher data rates for increased system complexity and cost. Among the many transmission 
principles that exploit multiple-antenna at either the transmitter, the receiver, or both, Spatial Modulation (SM) is a 
novel and recently proposed multiple-antenna transmission technique that can offer, with a very low system complexity, 
improved data rates compared to Single-Input- Single-Output (SISO) systems, and robust error performance even in 
correlated channel environments. SM is an entirely new modulation concept that exploits the uniqueness and 
randomness properties of the wireless channel for communication. This is achieved by adopting a simple but effective 
coding mechanism that establishes a one-to-one mapping between blocks of information bits to be transmitted and the 
spatial positions of the transmit-antenna in the antenna-array. 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

A. Spatial Modulation in OFDM 

In SM-OFDM system mapping procedure is the basic concept, QPSK modulation technique is adopted and two antennas 
are provided in the system. Initial three bits to be transmitted each sub carrier. First bit is representing the index of the 
antenna,0 for antenna 1 and 1 for antenna 2. Other two bits are representing conventional QPSK.      

                                                               B= 
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 1

 (1) 

First and second row of matrix are mapped into antenna 2 with QPSK symbol -1-i and 1+i. likewise third row is mapped 
to antenna 1 with -1+i. so the three sub-carriers [0,0, -1+i] transmitted by antenna 1 and [-1-i, 1+i, 0] for antenna 2. 
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Fig 1. SM-OFDM Procedure 

 

B. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 

OFDM is the multicarrier modulation system. Multiple sub-band and multi-subcarrier each subcarrier representing sub 
bands. The frequency selective fading can be converted into narrow band flat fading sub channel it avoids the inter 
channel interference. OFDM provides high data with low complexity. 

C. Ensemble Detector  
There are many detectors for SM-OFDM system but to recover the sparse signal CS based detector is suitable for better 
detection because of its low complexity. In existing model there are some detection problem in time domain due to this 
we established frequency domain signal to formulate the problem. The channel matrix in frequency domain between 
the 푛 −th receive antenna and the 푛 −th transmit antenna 퐻푛 푛 ∈ ℂ × ,푛 		휖	[1,푁푟],푛 ∈ [1,푁 ]  , can be shown as 
 

퐻푛 푛 =
퐻푛 푛 (1,1) ⋯ 퐻푛 푛 (1,푁)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
퐻푛 푛 (푁, 1) ⋯ 퐻푛 푛 (푁,푁)

                      (2) 

 
In HST systems, 퐻푛 푛  is the full matrix and off diagonal element can not be ignored due to large ICI resulting from 
high mobility. In massive MIMO system, received signal expressed as 
푦 = 퐻 푋 + 푒  (3) 
 
Where 푦  denotes the received N Subcarriers 푛 −th antenna, 푋  represent the N subcarrier on the 푛 −th and 푒  is 
denoted as noise term. By solving (3), we get the modulated symbols for each transmit antenna then [푋 ⋯푋 ] .taking 
the index and value of 푋 , will demodulate according to the inverse process of SM-OFDM. 
Inter cell interference is occur that reduced theperformance of system and the spectral efficiency by half. Our ensemble 
detector gets two signals that obtain from two adjacent antennas so the received signal is sum of the two cells. we get, 
푦 = 퐻 푋 +퐻 푋 + 푒  (4)   
taking consideration of the ICI we get the measurement decomposition same as single cell, 

푦 = 퐻 푋 + 푒                                   (5) 
                                            =풟(퐻 )푋 + 퐻 − 	풟(퐻 ) 푋 + 푒  
according to the decomposition and the iteration process, we obtained  

푦 = 풟(퐻 )푋 + 휂 + 푒  
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where 휂 = 퐻 − 	풟(퐻 )훿푖. if the measurement matrix provides the recovery accuracy surely then the 휂  degrades 
as iteration proceeds. further we show submatrix orthogonality and submatrix satisfies the RIP condition. the recover 
accuracy ensures by these properties. 
 
Algorithm:  
Require:		푦 퐻  
Ensure:     푋  
Initialization:푖 ← 0  y← 푦  
while halting criterion false, do 
1: {estimation of 푋 } 
푋 ← 0, 
while halting criterion false, do 
    r← 푦 − 풟(퐻 푋 ) 
   c← 풟(퐻 ) 푟 
			Ω ← ∅ 
  for n = 1: N 

														ℳ ← 푛 + 0 ∶ (푁 − 1) 푁 
		ℳ ← 푛 + 0 ∶ (푁 − 1) 푁 +푁푁  

Ω ← ℳ (푎푟푔푚푎푥|푐|ℳ )			Ω ← ℳ (푎푟푔푚푎푥|푐|ℳ  
Ω = 	 Ω ∪ Ω  

 end 
푇 ← Ω ∪ 푠푢푝푝(푋 ) 

푏 ← ((풟(퐻 )) ) 푦 
푏 ← 0 
푋 ← 0 
for n = 1: N   ℳ ← 푛 + 0 ∶ (푁 − 1) 푁 

푋 (ℳ ( {| |ℳ )})) ← max	{|푏|ℳ } 
ℳ ← 푛 + 0 ∶ (푁 − 1) 푁 +푁푁  

푋 (ℳ ( {| |ℳ )})) ← max	{|푏|ℳ } 
end for 
end while 
 2: {hard decision of푋  
푋 ← 푑푒푐(푋 ) 
3: {calculation of	푟 } 

	푟 ← (퐻 −풟(퐻 ))푋  
  4: {update of y} 

푦 ← 푦 − 푟  
end while 
 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT 
 

In this section performance of proposed system is estimated using MATLAB. Fig.2. characterizes performance of 
detector in the scenario for 푛 = 2,푛 = 2. Fig. shows the SNR vs BER relationship. with increase in signal to noise 
ratio, bit error rate decreases for spatial modulation technique. simulated and theoretical analysis shows effective of this 
work for single active antenna. 
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Fig.2. SNR vs BER for 푛 = 2,푛 = 2. 
 

Another result shows the relationship between SNR vs throughput in Fig.3. it shows that through spatial modulation 
user can get maximum data rates Kbps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.3. SNR vs THROGHPUT 

 
we have also calculated the original vs estimated data which show in Fig.3. we transfer 5000 samples but for simplicity 
we shown only 100 samples from above it shown as our original data is nearly same with estimated data. 
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Fig.4. Original vs estimated data 

 
V. CONCULSION 

 
The low complexity detection algorithm for SM is proposed in this paper. A CS based strategy decomposed the channel 
matrix and improves the performance of the system. SM proves that it is an effective system for the better performance 
in low complexity along with compressing sensing is a method which makes signal reconstruction easier by reducing 
the signal processing load on detector. 
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